
 

 

 

Pepperwood Prescribed Burn Fact Sheet 

At Pepperwood we are evaluating science-based approaches to reducing wildfire risks and advancing 

forest health in partnership with both CAL FIRE and UC Berkeley. This initiative includes evaluating the 

use of prescribed burns, a technique used for millennia in this region by native peoples. Our spring 

2019 grassland burn will be conducted by CAL FIRE’s Vegetation Management Program and fire 

suppression crews. Pepperwood’s Native American Advisory Council is providing input on the project 

design.  

Who will conduct the burn? CAL FIRE will be in charge of determining that fuel moisture and weather 

conditions fall within prescribed parameters in order to achieve desired burn conditions and minimize 

impacts to air quality. CAL FIRE will establish a fire line perimeter, ignite the fire in small manageable 

sections, and extinguish the fire. Extra fire suppression crews will be on hand to observe and assist 

with the process. If appropriate weather conditions do not occur within the target window in June, the 

prescribed burn will not proceed. 

Size and duration of burn: The burn is 30 acres of grassland and is expected to take 4 to 6 hours to 

complete. 

Location of burn: The burn will be conducted on the southwest side of Three Tree Hill in the center of 

the preserve. The site is at the top of a ridge and is accessed by a gravel road on the north and east 

sides. 

Burn window: The grassland burn is scheduled to occur June 18, 2019, but will only proceed when 

weather conditions and fuel moisture are appropriate and air quality conditions allow.  

Why use fire to control vegetation? For thousands of years Native Americans utilized fire as a tool to 

manage landscapes for food and textile production as well as to improve wildlife habitat in California. 

Over the last century, fire suppression has dramatically increased the amount of fuel available, leading 

to catastrophic wildfires. With proper timing and preparation, CAL FIRE advises that vegetation units 

can be safely burned using low intensity fire treatments to remove excess fuel which will in turn lower 

the potential for catastrophic wildfires. Additionally, fire has numerous ecological benefits including 

promoting native fire dependent species, reduction of thatch and invasive plants and the improvement 

of the health of ecosystems. 

How safe are prescribed burns? During the 2012 season, the National Interagency Fire Center reports 

that 16,626 prescribed fires treated 1,971,834 acres. Of those 16,626 fires, only 14 exceeded the 

defined perimeter (0.08%). CAL FIRE will have adequate resources on site at Pepperwood during this 
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burn to quickly control any unexpected conditions. In 2016, CAL FIRE implemented the first prescribed 

fire at Pepperwood in many decades, which was successful in removing Medusahead. 

What about the smoke from fires? The Air Quality Management District has strict controls on when 

prescribed burns may occur in order to ensure that weather conditions are appropriate to dissipate the 

smoke. We will not be able to proceed with the burn until we get a green light from the Air District the 

morning of the burn. Additionally, if smoke somehow unexpectedly becomes a public health problem, 

CAL FIRE has pre-set rapid-response actions to reduce smoke problems that include extinguishing the 

fire if necessary.  

What about animals living in the burn zone? Animals that live in grasslands coevolved with regular 

fires in their native habitat. Research has shown that ground burrowing animals typically survive fires 

by staying in their burrows until the fire has passed. The burn site will be thoroughly monitored for 

nesting birds and other animals prior to providing a green light to proceed with the burn.  
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